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An analytical study is carried out to examine the effect of thermal dispersion on the simulation of
temperature plumes in aquifers that evolve from vertical ground source heat pump (GSHP) systems.
Analytical solutions for the simulation of heat transport in aquifers often ignore thermal dispersion. In
this study an existing two-dimensional analytical approach for transient conditions is used. Moreover, an
equation to calculate the length of the temperature plume for steady state conditions is developed. To
study the interplay between thermal dispersion and hydraulic conductivity, Darcy velocities are varied
from 10�8 m/s to 10�5 m/s and thermal dispersivities are varied based on two assumptions: 1) thermal
dispersion is assumed to be only dependent on the Darcy velocity and 2) thermal dispersion is assumed
to be scale-dependent. The results are discussed with respect to their implications for typical legal
regulations and operation of such GSHP systems. In general, the effect of thermal dispersion on the
temperature plume around the borehole heat exchanger (BHE) is minor when thermal dispersion is
assumed to be depending solely on the magnitude of groundwater flow (e.g., in a homogeneous aquifer).
On the other hand, based on a field scale of 10 m and assuming thermal dispersion to be scale-depen-
dent, thermal dispersion can be neglected only for conditions typical for fine sands, clays, and silts with
q < 10�8 m/s. For aquifers where medium sands and gravels (with Darcy velocities q > 10�8 m/s)
dominate, thermal dispersion has a larger effect on the temperature plume distribution around the
borehole heat exchanger.

� 2011 Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The use of shallow geothermal energy is continuously
increasing [1] and in particular the application of vertical ground
source heat pump (GSHP) systems [2]. This technology relies on
a simple concept: One or more vertical pipes are installed down
to depths of around 50 me150 m [3]. The pipes act as borehole
heat exchangers (BHEs) that are connected to an aboveground
heat pump. Heat exchange is accomplished by circulation of a heat
carrier fluid within this closed system. The energy from under-
ground is mostly used for space heating and warm water supply.
Alternatively, during warm seasons or when superfluous heat is
available, energy can also be injected for storage or to support air-
conditioning systems. Geothermal energy is counted among
the renewable resources. It offers environmental benefits, since
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considerable amounts of fossil fuel can be saved and thus additional
CO2 emissions can be avoided or even reduced [4,5].

The use of GSHP systems yields temperature plumes in the
subsurface, which can extend to a significant size and prevail for
a long time depending on the hydrogeological conditions andmode
of the system, heating or cooling [6e8]. The length of the temper-
ature plume is defined as the distance downgradient from the
injection/extraction point to the isotherm contour of interest.
Temperature plumes that adversely affect adjacent and neigh-
boring geothermal systems have to be avoided. Thus, they have to
be well predicted and controlled to guarantee long-term sustain-
able use. In some countries, minimum distances between two BHEs
and maximum temperature changes allowed in the underground
are required. For instance, in the German state of Baden-Würt-
temberg, a distance of 10 m between individual BHEs is suggested
by the regulators [7,9]. In Switzerland, a distance of 4 me8 m is
typically recommended between individual BHEs.

Numerical models are widely applied to simulate heat transport
in aquifers under the influence of GSHP systems [10e12]. Chiasson
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Nomenclature

c specific heat capacity (J/kg/K)
d mean particle diameter (m)
K hydraulic conductivity (m/s)
K0 modified Bessel function of second kind and order zero
L field scale (m)
Lp plume length (m)
n total porosity
Pe Peclet number
q Darcy velocity (m/s)
RT retardation factor
qL heat flow rate per unit length of the borehole (W/m)
t time (s)
T average temperature of the porous medium (�C)
DT temperature change (�C)
s volumetric heat source (W/m3)
x, y space coordinates (m)

z argument of the Bessel function

Greek symbols
a thermal dispersivity (m)
lx effective thermal conductivity in the longitudinal

direction (W/m/K)
ly effective thermal conductivity in the transverse

direction (W/m/K)
lo bulk thermal conductivity of porous medium (W/m/K)
ld thermal dispersion coefficient (W/m/K)
r density (kg/m3)
4 integration parameter

Subscripts
s aquifer material (solids)
w water
x, y longitudinal and transverse direction
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et al. [10] and Fan et al. [11] evaluated the effects of groundwater
flow on the heat transfer into the BHE of GSHP systems. They
concluded that groundwater flow enhances heat transfer between
the BHE and the aquifer. Hidalgo et al. [12] carried out steady state
numerical simulations for temperature plumes of BHEs. The prin-
cipal aim was to find out the influence of hydraulic conductivity
heterogeneity on heat transport and thus evaluate the effect of
thermal dispersion. Such numerical models are in particular suit-
able for complex configurations and boundary conditions.

Analytical models are fast and straightforward means to calcu-
late the expected extension of temperature plume, as long as simple
configurations are studied and homogeneous aquifers can be
assumed. Some analytical approaches to simulate heat transport in
the subsurface presume conduction-dominated systems [13]. Heat
is transported by thermal diffusion along a temperature gradient
and thus the role of groundwater flow (advection) is not taken into
account. These types of analytical solutions are based on the line-
source theory and are widely used for the evaluation of geothermal
applications such as BHE and thermal response tests [14].

However, if groundwater velocity is present, advective transport
has to be considered. Then heat is transported by themoving water,
and differential advection occurs due to the different flow path-
ways that are possible in porous media. This process is called
thermal dispersion, and is generated by microscale mixing of the
pore-scale interstitial water [15,16] as well as by differential
transport in macroscale geological heterogeneities [12,17e19].
Usually, the dominant process is thermal diffusion [15].

Analytical approaches are available that model the effect of
groundwater flow for an infinite line-source [13,20,21]. However,
these do not consider thermal dispersion. Even if thermal diffusion
is dominant, the error introduced from this simplification is rarely
discussed. Depending on the nature of the aquifer, mechanical
mixing of heat due to differential convection at the microscopic
scale and heterogeneities of the conductivity field can affect the
spreading of the heat plume in the subsurface [12,18,22]. Therefore,
an evaluation of the importance of considering thermal dispersion
in the regulation and monitoring of GSHP systems is required.

In this study an existing two-dimensional (2D) analytical
approach for transient conditions which considers thermal
dispersion is used. Metzger et al. [23] developed this analytical
solution to determine thermal dispersion coefficients for a packed
bed of glass spheres. This analytical solution, however, has not been
applied yet for GSHP systems. In the present study, the latter
transient solution is reduced to steady state conditions and an
equation to calculate the length of the temperature plume is
developed. The principal aim is to analytically characterize the role
of thermal dispersion on the simulation of temperature plumes,
which develop from GSHP systems in typical natural aquifers. The
results are discussed with respect to their implications for the
operation of GSHP systems under typical legal regulations such as
on the suggested minimum distance between single borehole heat
exchangers (BHEs) and neighboring installations.

2. Governing equations

2.1. Heat transport in the subsurface

Heat transport in porous media is accomplished mainly by
conduction through the fluid and solid phase and advection
through themoving water. Therefore, it is characterized by the heat
advection/dispersion equation, which can be expressed in a 2D
form (xey plane) as follows [17]:

rc
vT
vt

þ qrwcw
vT
vx

� lx
v2T
vx2

� ly
v2T
vy2

� s ¼ 0 (1)

where T denotes the average temperature of the porous medium in
which local thermal equilibrium is assumed [24], q is the uniform
Darcy velocity in the x-direction, s is a volumetric heat source, and
rc is the volumetric heat capacity of the bulk porous medium. The
latter can be computed as the weighted arithmetic mean of the
solids of the aquifer (rscs) and water (rwcw) [17]:

rc ¼ nrwcw þ ð1� nÞrscs (2)

The effective longitudinal and transverse thermal conductivi-
ties, lx and ly are defined by two components: the bulk thermal
conductivity of the porous medium (lo) in the absence of ground-
water flow and dispersion quantified by the thermal dispersion
coefficient (ld):

lx ¼ lo þ ld; x (3)

ly ¼ lo þ ld; y (4)

2.2. Thermal dispersion

Thermal diffusion and convection are the two main processes
involved in the thermal dispersion coefficients given by equations
(3) and (4). Heat transported by temperature gradients within the
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Fig. 1. Relationship between field scale and solute longitudinal dispersivity for
different empirical relationships (solid and intermittent lines) [40,41,42]. Values of
thermal longitudinal dispersivities reported in literature are shown as dots
[17,19,33,37,38,43,44,45].
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fluid/solid phase is represented by lo. Upon convection the heat
is also transported by the moving water itself and differential
convection occurs due to the different flow pathways that are
possible in porous media. These variations in magnitude and
direction of the velocity field at the pore-scale create the so-called
thermal dispersion (ld) [15,16]. In addition, differential heat trans-
port due to the heterogeneity of the permeability field at macro-
scopic scales also contributes to thermal dispersion [12,15,17e19].
Ferguson [18] and Hidalgo et al. [12], for instance, emphasize that
thermal dispersion is linked to the spatial variability of the hydraulic
conductivity field which causes considerable uncertainty about the
spreading of the heat plumes in the subsurface.

Traditionally, thermal dispersion has been neglected in heat
transport simulation problems because of the dominance of
thermal diffusion (lo/rc) [15,25,26]. This is reflected by remarkable
thermal diffusion coefficients, which are commonly much higher
than those coefficients describing solute diffusion [15,26]. Typical
values of solute diffusion coefficients for small molecules are in the
order of 10�9 m2/s, whereas values for thermal diffusion coefficient
are in the order of 10�7 m2/s [27]. One further argument for such
simplification is the higher computational effort for numerical
modeling of dispersive heat transport. In addition, acquisition of
reliable thermal dispersion values would imply additional field
measurements and/or calibration procedures.

Thermal dispersion coefficient is usually assumed to be
dependent on the fluid velocity and particle size of the porous
media [16,23,28e31]. Metzger et al. [23], for instance, estimated
thermal dispersion coefficients under different fluid velocities
scenarios for a packed bed (40 cm � 10 cm) of glass spheres
(d¼ 2 mm). Based on their experimental results, they proposed the
following correlations:

lx
lw

¼ lo
lw

þ APem1 (5a)

ly
lw

¼ lo
lw

þ APem1 (5b)

where A ¼ 0.073 and m1 ¼ 1.59 for the longitudinal dispersion
correlation (lx/lw) and A ¼ 0.03 (lower limit) or 0.05 (upper limit)
and m1 ¼1.00 for the transverse dispersion correlation (ly/lw). The
Peclet number (Pe) which relates the energy transported by
advection to the energy transported by conduction is expressed in
equation (5) as:

Pe ¼ rwcwqd
lw

(6)

where d denotes the mean particle diameter.
Although these kinds of correlations are well accepted in engi-

neering applications, they are uncommon in geothermal modeling.
This is mainly due to the fact that they are based on controlled lab
experiments with homogenous porous media and the uncertainty
introduced bymacroscale heterogeneities of hydraulic conductivity
is not accounted for. Sauty et al. [32] and de Marsily [17] proposed
a thermal dispersion coefficient, similar to solute transport [15],
where the thermal dispersion term is related to the heterogeneity
of the velocity field and is a linear function of this velocity. The
following expressions are used by modelers to represent what they
do not know about the exact structure of the aquifer and its
heterogeneity [19,33e36]:

lx ¼ lo þ axrwcwq (7)

ly ¼ lo þ ayrwcwq (8)
The degree of the thermal dispersion coefficient depends on the
direction relative to flow. In two dimensions, this is reflected by two
dispersivity terms, a longitudinal (ax) and a transverse (ay). The
relationship of ay¼ 0.1ax is commonly assumed for solute transport
[27,37], and also for thermal transport [e.g., 33,34,36,38]. However,
this relationship might vary depending on the heterogeneity
structure of the aquifer [39] and the Peclet number [15,22,27].

In the area of solute transport, numerous studies on theoretical
and experimental investigations were carried out on dispersion in
aquifers [37,39e42]. They indicate that the solute longitudinal
dispersivities are scale-dependent (i.e., dispersion depends on the
distance traveled by the solute particle). Hence, in the literature
some equations relating the field scale and the solute longitudinal
dispersivity can be found. In general, they are expressed by the
following empirical relationship [40e42]:

ax ¼ bðLÞm2 (9)

where L represents the field scale, and b and m2 characteristic
coefficients of the geological medium. Results from different
empirical equations are plotted in Fig.1. Obviously a large range and
uncertainty depending on the applied relationship exists. For
instance, using a field scale of 10 m, the longitudinal dispersivity
might be 0.5 m, 0.8 m or 2 m, depending entirely on the applied
empirical relationship.

Measured and experimental thermal longitudinal dispersivity
values reported in the literature [17,19,33,37,38,43e45] are shown
in Fig. 1. Most of these values are located within the ranges given by
the empirical relationships derived for solute transport. This also
reflects that geological conditions can be highly variable with
different representative values of thermal dispersivity.

Windqvist and Hyden [46], cited in Sauty et al. [19], carried out
a comparison between heat and solute transport in a Swedish
aquifer. The results indicated similar dispersivities for both
processes. Sauty et al. [19] developed in-situ experimental inves-
tigations of hot water storage in a confined aquifer and determined
values of thermal dispersivity indirectly by model calibration. They
stated that the calculated value of thermal dispersivity was of the
same order of magnitude as that obtained with a tracer test at the
same site. de Marsily [17] presented a single field experiment with
both solute and thermal tracer tests. He showed that the thermal
and solute longitudinal dispersivities are similar and therefore can
be used as equivalent parameters. Yuan et al. [47] carried out
a theoretical study on thermal dispersion in porous media. They
conclude that thermal dispersion varies over a wide range as
a result of heterogeneities. Ferguson [18] and Hidalgo et al. [12]
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related thermal dispersion to the heterogeneity of the hydraulic
conductivity field suggesting that thermal dispersion is somehow
linked to the field scale. Under steady state conditions, transverse
dispersivity is, for instance, related to the variance of the hydraulic
conductivity s2lnK and the correlation length Lx of an anisotropic
Gaussian semivariogram [12]:

ay ¼ 0:02s2lnKLx (10)

For the conditions simulated by Hidalgo et al. [12], transverse
dispersivities vary from 2 to 6 m for a model domain of
1000 � 500 � 500 m (x, y, z direction).

Vandenbohede et al. [48] performed two pushepull tests
injecting chloride and cold water into an aquifer. Contrary to
Windqvist and Hyden [46] and de Marsily [17], Vandenbohede
et al. [48] state that thermal and solute dispersivities do not
appear to be comparable. Furthermore, they did not observe
a scale-dependency for thermal dispersivity. They argue that this
is mainly due to the fact that contrary to solute transport, heat is
not only transported through the fluid phase, but also throughout
the solid phase. Hence, it is less influenced by heterogeneity.
Constantz et al. [44] offer a comparison of heat and solute tracer
tests. They claim that thermal dispersivities are notably smaller
than solute dispersivities.

In summary, it is still not clear whether the magnitude of the
heat and solute dispersivities are the same and whether
thermal dispersion is scale-dependent. However, one must have
always in mind as explained by Vandenbohede et al. [48] and
Bear [15] that thermal dispersion in heat transport might be not
as significant as in solute transport due to the heat exchange
between the fluid and the solid phase. This process is quantified
by the retardation factor (RT) which is given as the ratio
between the volumetric heat capacities of the porous medium,
rc and water nrwcw:

RT ¼ rc
nrwcw

(11)

3. Analytical models

The solution of the partial differential equation (PDE) for heat
transport in porous media (eq. (1)) for an infinite porous medium
with an uniform initial temperature is given by [23]:

DTðx; y; tÞ ¼ qL

4p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
lxly

q exp
�
rwcwqx
2lx

� ZðrwcwqÞ2 t
4rclx

0

exp

"
� f�

�
x2

lx
þ y2

ly

� ðrwcwqÞ2
16lxf

#
df
f

ð12Þ

This analytical solution applies for the response of a constant
line-source with infinite length along the vertical (z) direction with
a continuous heat flow rate per unit length of the borehole, qL. This
is a simplified but widely accepted approach to approximate the
subsurface heat transport processes stimulated by GSHP operation
[20,21,49]. Note that although the underground is assumed to be
homogeneous in the analytical solution, “artificial” heterogeneity of
the hydraulic conductivity field can be accounted for by a thermal
dispersion term.

Metzger et al. [23] used this analytical solution (eq.(12)) to
estimate thermal dispersion coefficients for a packed bed of glass
spheres. For steady state conditions, equation (12) reduces to the
following form:
DTðx;yÞ ¼ qL

2p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
lxly

q exp
�
rwcwqx
2lx

�
K0

"
rwcwq

2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
lyx2þlxy2

l2xly

s #
(13)

in which K0 is the modified Bessel function of the second kind of
order zero.

If the thermal dispersion coefficients are set equal to zero
(lx ¼ ly ¼ lo), equations (12) and (13) reduce to the following
analytical solutions given by Sutton et al. [20], Zubair and Chaudhry
[50], and Diao et al. [21]:

DTðx;y;tÞ ¼ qL
4plo

exp
�
rwcwqx
2lo

� ZðrwcwqÞ2 t
4rclo

0

exp

"
�f�ðrwcwqÞ2r2

16l2of

#
df
f

(14)

DTðx; yÞ ¼ qL
2plo

exp
�
rwcwqx
2lo

�
K0

�
rwcwqr
2lo

�
(15)

where r2 ¼ x2 þ y2. Sutton et al. [20] use this approach to calculate
the ground resistance in BHEs. This ground resistance is an indirect
measure of how much energy is resisted to flow to the ground.
Zubair and Chaudhry [50] calculate temperature distributions in
a homogeneous, isotropic, infinite medium for time-dependent
energy extraction/injection. Diao et al. [21] employ the same
equations to evaluate the effect of groundwater advection on GSHP
systems.

The calculation of the plume length is complex due to the
difficulty of expressing the plume length (Lp) as a function of
a specific isotherm contour (DT), i.e., x ¼ f(DT). In the present study,
an iterative interpolation method is used in MATLAB to compute
the temperature plume length for a given DT under transient
conditions.

For steady state conditions, however, an approximation can be
made in order to calculate the length of the temperature plume.
Equation (13) is first expressed in the following form:

DT
�
Lp;0

� ¼ qL

2p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
lxly

q exp
�
rwcwqLp

2lx

�
K0

�
rwcwqLp

2lx

�
(16)

where Lp is the temperature plume length and DT is evaluated in
the line of symmetry along the x-axis with y ¼ 0. The modified
Bessel function of the second kind of order zero, K0(z), can be
approximated by the following equation considering only the first
two terms of the series expansion [13]:

z0:5expðzÞK0½z�z
ffiffiffi
p

2

r �
1� 1

8z

�
(17)

where z is the argument of the Bessel function. Substituting
equation (17) into equation (16) gives the following quadratic
equation: 
4prwcwlyqDT2

q2L

!
L2p � Lp þ lx

2rwcwq
¼ 0 (18)

Finally, solving equation (18) for the temperature plume length
(Lp) yields:

Lp ¼
 

q2L
8prwcwlyqDT2

!0@1�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� 8plxlyDT2

q2L

s 1
A (19)

Equation (19) can be used to calculate the length of a tempera-
ture plume (Lp) for a given isothermal contour (DT) under steady



Table 1
Hydraulic and thermal parameters for unconsolidated aquifer materials. Hydraulic
conductivity, Darcy velocity, bulk thermal conductivity and volumetric heat capacity
of porous medium are represented by K, q, lo and rc, respectively. Darcy velocity is
calculated based on an hydraulic gradient of 10�3. Values for lo and rc are for
saturated aquifer materials.

Aquifer material K [m/s] q [m/s] lo[W/m/K] rc � 106[J/m3/K]
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state conditions. This approximation, however, is valid only for
z >> 1. The relative error of the approximation is within 0.01 when
z > 3 [51]. As an example, Fig. 2 shows a comparison of the
approximation equation (eq. (19)) with the full solution (eq. (16)).
For this specific case, the relative error is about 5% for a DT ¼ �2 K
and for DT > �1.4 K the relative error is lower than 1%.
Gravel 10�4e10�2 10�7e10�5 1.8 2.4
Coarse sand 10�3 10�6 1.7e5.0 2.2e2.9
Medium sand 10�4 10�7 1.7e5.0 2.2e2.9
Fine sand 10�6e10�5 10�9e10�8 1.7e5.0 2.2e2.9
Silt 10�7 10�10 0.9e2.3 1.6e3.4
Clay 10�10e10�9 10�13e10�12 1.2e1.5 2.3
4. Model set up

For the evaluation of the effect of thermal dispersion on
temperature plumes, a 2D synthetic model is set up and solved
analytically for transient and steady state conditions using equa-
tions (12)e(15). Table 1 provides typical hydraulic and thermal
parameters for natural aquifer systems [17,52,53]. Hydraulic
conductivities show a wide range over more than 8 orders of
magnitude. In contrast, the variability of heat transport parameters
is comparatively low.

Due to their low variability in nature, values of some thermal
model parameters are fixed. Thermal conductivity and heat
capacity of the bulk porous media are set to 2.5 W/m/K and
2.8� 106 J/m3/K, respectively. Accordingly, the thermal diffusivity is
set to 9 � 10�7 m/s. These values are within the range of typical
sand aquifers [17,52].

The influence of the other descriptive parameters is further
scrutinized. Several groundwater flow scenarios are evaluated by
varying hydraulic conductivity from 10�5 m/s to 10�2 m/s, which is
within the range for typical sand and gravel aquifers (Table 1).
Assuming a constant hydraulic gradient of 10�3, the Darcy velocity
(q) ranges from 10�8 m/s to 10�5 m/s. Darcy velocities lower than
10�8 m/s are not considered here, because thermal dispersion is
expected to have only a minor effect under such conditions. Energy
extraction is set to a typical value of �60 W/m, based on 2400 h
(100 days) of operation during the year in a sand and gravel aquifer
[54].

As reviewed above, there is some controversy regarding the
scale dependence of thermal dispersivity and its similarity with
solute dispersivity. Therefore, two assumptions are made: 1)
thermal dispersion is assumed to be only dependent on the Darcy
velocity (e.g., homogeneous aquifers). Hence, relationships
proposed by Metzger et al. [23] are used and 2) thermal dispersion
is assumed to be comparable to solute dispersion and scale-
dependent.

In order to relate the thermal dispersion correlations given by
equation (5) with the dispersivity terms (ax, ay), Equation (5) is
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Small discrepancies are observed between the predictions by the temperature plume
length equation and by the full solution (q ¼ 2 � 10�6 m/s, lx ¼ 7 W/m/K, ly ¼ 3 W/m/
K, qL ¼ �60 W/m, y ¼ 0 m).
compared with equations (7) and (8). This yields the following
expression:

ax;y ¼ A
�
rwcwq
lw

�m1�1

dm (20)

For the present study an upper limit of the Darcy velocity of
1 � 10�5 m/s is set, which represents a rather high velocity in
natural porous aquifers. Assuming a particle diameter of 0.065 m,
which is the maximum value for gravel, results in a longitudinal
and transverse dispersivity of ax ¼ 1 � 10�2 m (1 cm) and
ay ¼ 3.3 � 10�3 m (0.33 cm), respectively. These values are used for
the first approach.

For the second approach, a field scale of 10 m distance down-
gradient from the point of energy extraction is chosen. This
distance is based on the recommendedminimumdistance between
two BHEs in the state of Baden-Württemberg, Germany [9]. For
a field scale of 10 m, longitudinal dispersivities vary from 0.5 m to
2mdepending on the applied empirical relationship (Fig.1). For the
sake of simplicity, transverse dispersivities are set between 0.05 m
and 0.2 m, assuming ay ¼ 0.1ax [33,34,36,38]. A summary of the
resulting scenarios is presented in Table 2.

In order to assess the influence of thermal dispersion on the
simulation of temperature plumes, simulations of temperature
profiles along the centerline of the plume are carried out for
a distance of 1 me10 m downgradient from the source for steady
state and transient conditions. The simulations are run for the
range of Darcy velocities and thermal dispersivities as given above.
An example of a temperature profile for steady state conditions is
shown in Fig. 3.

Comparison of the results is based on the computed root mean
square error (RMSE) which quantifies the residual error of the
temperature profiles between the outputs with and without
thermal dispersion as follows:

RMSE ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPn
i¼1

	
DToðiÞ � DTðiÞ


2
n

vuut
(21)

in which DT(i) corresponds to the results from the analytical solu-
tion considering thermal dispersion (which are considered as ‘true’
values), and DTo(i) corresponds to the results from the analytical
Table 2
Dispersivity range scenarios. Scenario 1: thermal dispersion is assumed to be only
dependent on the Darcy velocity (REV: Representative elementary volume).
Scenario 2: thermal dispersion is assumed to be scale-dependent.

Scenario Dispersivity Field scale

1 ax ¼ 1 � 10�2 m REV
ay ¼ 3.3 � 10�3 m

2 ax ¼ 0.5e2.0 m 10 m
ay ¼ 0.05e0.2 m
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solution with only diffusion (ld ¼ 0). As an empirical threshold, we
consider that RMSE values<0.1 K represent conditions inwhich the
influence of thermal dispersion is marginal enough to be ignored.
This is based on the typical measurement accuracy of temperature.

5. Results and discussion

5.1. Effect of thermal dispersion on the temperature response

Discrepancies of the temperature response distribution for
steady state conditions are depicted by contour maps of root mean
square error (RMSE) for a bulk thermal conductivity of the porous
medium of 2.5 W/m/K (Fig. 4a) and 4.0 W/m/K (Fig. 4b). The
contours delineate the RMSE of the temperature change with and
without thermal dispersivity for a distance of 1 me10 m down-
gradient from the source in dependence on Darcy flow velocity.
As expected, the larger the neglected thermal dispersivity, the
larger the RMSE of the calculated temperature distribution. What is
more, the error also increases with rising Darcy velocities (Fig. 4).
This reflects the effect of the thermal dispersion on the temperature
plume distribution in steady state conditions. It has to be
mentioned, however, that for high dispersivity and Darcy velocity
scenarios (ax > 1m; q> 5�10�6 m/s), the RMSE slightly decreases.
Under these conditions, the temperature profile becomes quite flat
due to the dissipated energy and therefore the RMSE decreases.

Ignoring longitudinal dispersivities of less than 0.1 m yields
RMSE values lower than 0.1 K. Therefore, for the range of flow
velocities taken in this study, the influence of thermal dispersion
given by scenario 1 (ax ¼ 1 � 10�2 m) is marginal enough to be
ignored. In this sense, if we assume that macroscopic heterogene-
ities of the hydraulic conductivity field do not have an effect on the
thermal dispersion (i.e., homogeneous aquifer), then thermal
dispersion given only by the dependence on the Darcy velocity has
no major influence on the temperature plume distribution.

For the range of thermal dispersivities given by scenario 2
(ax ¼ 0.5e2 m), the RMSE varies up to 0.56 K for lo ¼ 2.5 W/m/K
depending on the Darcy velocity. For this specific case, only for
Darcy velocities around 10�8 m/s the RMSE is less than 0.1 K for
most of the dispersivity range. For larger velocities, the error can be
higher than 0.1 K. For instance, if thermal dispersion if neglected
for a longitudinal dispersivity of 2 m and a Darcy velocity of
1 � 10�6 m/s, the RMSE is about 0.56 K, which is about 23% of
the maximum temperature change (2.4 K) in the temperature
profile (Fig. 3). In order to evaluate the effect of the thermal
conductivity when neglecting thermal dispersion, a higher value of
lo (4.0 W/m/K) is assumed (Fig. 4b). As we can see, an increase in
thermal conductivity results in a lower effect of neglecting thermal
dispersion. For instance, neglecting a thermal dispersivity of 1.5 m
with a q ¼ 1 � 10�8 m/s yields an RMSE ¼ 0.1 K for a thermal
conductivity of 2.5 W/m in steady state conditions, whereas for
a higher thermal conductivity of 4.0 W/m, the same Darcy velocity
yields an RMSE << 0.1 K.

For transient conditions, the discrepancies of the temperature
plume distribution are shown in Fig. 5 for different aquifer mate-
rials. Fine sand, medium sand, coarse sand and gravel aquifers are
evaluated with a Darcy velocity of 10�8 m/s, 10�7 m/s, 10�6 m/s and
10�5 m/s, respectively. Moreover, the selected simulation times are
based on the instant when longitudinal dispersion is more domi-
nant over the transverse one at a distance of 10 m for each Darcy
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velocity (Fig. 6). Similar to steady state conditions, under transient
conditions the influence of thermal dispersion based on scenario 1
is minor. For scenario 2, it can be seen that the RMSE varies up to
0.6 K. Only for Darcy velocities of 10�8 m/s is the RMSE less than
0.1 K for the whole range of neglected longitudinal dispersivity.
For Darcy velocities of 10�7 m/s, the RMSE only exceeds 0.1 K for
longitudinal dispersivities larger than 0.8 m. On the other hand, for
coarse sand and gravel aquifers (10�6 m/s, 10�5 m/s) the RMSE
increases up to 0.6 K. These results, however, might vary depending
on the examined transient times.

5.2. Development of the temperature plume length

The analytical equation for steady state conditions (eq. (13))
is computed in two dimensions. Fig. 7 depicts relative temperature
contours (isotherms) for different values of thermal dispersivity.
Relative temperature means that the isotherms delineate
a temperature difference of DT¼�1 K between plume and ambient
conditions. It can be observed that the temperature plume gets
shorter with increasing dispersivity. This is attributed to the fact
that for steady state conditions, longitudinal dispersivity is not as
important as the transverse one. For long time simulation, the
relative sensitivity of longitudinal dispersivity almost disappears
while transverse dispersivity reaches its maximum in equation (12)
(Fig. 6). Hence, spreading of heat in the transverse direction to flow
causes dissipation of energy. Apparently, a dispersion-dominated
regime yields lower temperature changes close to the source, i.e.,
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Fig. 7. Temperature plumes in steady state conditions for different thermal dis-
persivities in a coarse sand aquifer (DT ¼ �1 K, q ¼ 2.0 � 10�6 m/s).
the BHE, in steady state conditions in comparison to scenarios
without thermal dispersion. Therefore, neglecting thermal disper-
sion results in an overestimation of the temperature plume length
under steady state conditions.

For transient conditions some temperature isotherms can reach
greater distances when increasing thermal dispersion. Fig. 8, for
instance, shows that neglecting a thermal dispersivity of 2 m with
a Darcy velocity of 3�10�7 m/s results in an underestimation of the
temperature plume length of around 1 m. This is due to the
dominance of longitudinal dispersion over the transverse disper-
sion at this specific point for transient conditions.

Fig. 8 shows the behavior of the temperature plume length as
a function of Darcy velocity. For the specific case shown in this
figure (t ¼ 50 days, DT ¼ �0.5 K), we can see that the temperature
plume length first increases over a range of velocities in which
there are still transient conditions and the longitudinal dispersion
prevails over the transverse one. Then, there is a transition between
transient and steady state conditions and finally the temperature
plume decreases as higher values of Darcy velocity are assumed.

For a Darcy velocity of 7.0 � 10�6 m/s, the heat plume for
a temperature change of �0.5 K is 4 m long considering a longitu-
dinal dispersivity of 2 m. Ignoring the thermal dispersivity, the
calculated plume length is 15 m. Such a discrepancy can be critical
for licensing GSHP systems, e.g., if the suggested distance between
neighboring boreholes is 10 m.
6. Conclusions

An analytical modeling study of the effect of neglecting thermal
dispersion under different groundwater flow and dispersion
conditions is carried out. For this purpose, analytical solutions to
simulate heat transport in the subsurface for steady state and
transient conditions are applied. Moreover, an equation to calculate
the length of the temperature plume for steady state is developed.
Our criterion for assessing the influence of thermal dispersion on
the temperature plumes created by the use of GSHP systems is the
calculated error that would be introduced. Therefore, the root mean
square error (RMSE) is taken to quantify the discrepancy between
results with and without thermal dispersion. The RMSE rises with
increasing values of the ignored thermal dispersivity. What is more,
it also increases with larger Darcy velocities.

It has to be mentioned that a fixed hydraulic gradient of 10�3

was assumed. Therefore, the results are based on this assumption.
For homogenous aquifers in which the thermal dispersion depends
only on the magnitude of groundwater flow, the effect of thermal
dispersion on the temperature plume distribution around the BHE
is minor (RMSE << 0.1 K) under steady state and transient
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conditions. On the other hand, if thermal dispersion is assumed to
be scale-dependent and if the development of the temperature
profiles and the extension of the temperature plumes are of
concern, neglecting thermal dispersion is critical for conditions
typical for medium sand to gravel aquifers (with Darcy velocities
q > 10�8 m/s) for steady state and transient conditions. For
geological conditions dominated by fine sand (q ¼ 10�8 m/s), the
assumption of neglecting thermal dispersion must be carefully
evaluated depending on the case-specific thermal conductivity and
thermal dispersivity. An increase in thermal conductivity results in
a lesser effect of ignoring thermal dispersion.

Thermal dispersion causes dissipation of energy. Temperature
plume lengths become shorter with increasing thermal dispersion
for steady state conditions. Apparently, a dispersion-dominated
regime yields lower temperature changes close to the source, i.e., the
BHE, in comparison to scenarios without thermal dispersion. For
transient conditions, however, temperature plume lengths for certain
isotherms can become larger with increasing thermal dispersion.

We can conclude that the consideration of the thermal disper-
sion is an important factor regarding the temperature plumes in the
subsurface that develop from GSHP systems for sand and gravel
aquifers. From the perspective of environmental regulators, such
assumptions might be crucial for licensing applications and
sustainable operation of neighboring GSHP systems. In comparison,
ignoring thermal dispersion provides appropriate predictions of the
extension and shape of temperature plumes for flow conditions
typical for geological formations dominated byfine sands, clays, and
silts with q < 10�8 m/s. Accordingly, the range of hydrogeological
conditions in which the thermal dispersivity can be ignored is still
large. This might be the reason why thermal dispersion has been
traditionally neglected in heat transport simulation problems.

It has to be mentioned here that the presented results are based
on the selected RMSE (root mean square error) threshold
(RMSE > 0.1 K). In addition, it should be kept in mind that errors
related to the determination of hydraulic conductivity [55] might
lead to higher uncertainty in the determination of temperature
plumes than those related to neglecting thermal dispersion.

Finally, the range of dispersivity values chosen in this study is
based on a field scale of 10 m. For larger distances and assuming
scale-dependency, thermal dispersivities can be higher and
consequently have greater influence on the extension of the
simulated temperatures plumes and induced temperature changes.
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